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When her stagecoach is attacked by outlaws, Jessie Pilson is rescued by Thunder Horse, a
Sioux chief who shows her a passion that she has never known, but circumstances beyond
their control threaten to tear them apart forever. Original.
Joanna found happiness and contentment as Windhawk's wife, until she was kidnapped and
returned to the white world. Now she must rely on Windhawk's love and devotion to find her
and bring her home.
Catastrophic weather leaves Shiloh in charge of the family ranch, her brother, and a stranded
sick Comanche girl found in the barn, but she unexpectedly falls in love with the child's warchief brother when he comes to get her.
Growing up among the ferocious animals and deadly outlaws of the Big Thicket, Jae is
accompanied by a handsome rancher and halfComanche to meet the father she has never
known. Reissue.
Jairus Victor Grove contends that we live in a world made by war. In Savage Ecology he offers
an ecological theory of geopolitics that argues that contemporary global crises are better
understood when considered within the larger history of international politics. Infusing
international relations with the theoretical interventions of fields ranging from new materialism
to political theory, Grove shows how political violence is the principal force behind climate
change, mass extinction, slavery, genocide, extractive capitalism, and other catastrophes.
Grove analyzes a variety of subjects—from improvised explosive devices and drones to artificial
intelligence and brain science—to outline how geopolitics is the violent pursuit of a way of living
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that comes at the expense of others. Pointing out that much of the damage being done to the
earth and its inhabitants stems from colonialism, Grove suggests that the Anthropocene may
be better described by the term Eurocene. The key to changing the planet's trajectory, Grove
proposes, begins by acknowledging both the earth-shaping force of geopolitical violence and
the demands apocalypses make for fashioning new ways of living.
Abandoned and alone, a beautiful blonde is at the mercy of the harsh Wyoming Territory—until
Chief Cloud Walker sweeps her into the safety of his arms.
"If you've missed Laymon, you've missed a treat." - Stephen King Whitechapel, November
1888: Jack the Ripper is committing his last known murder and beneath the bed on which he's
butchering his victim cowers a fifteen-year-old boy. So begin the adventures of Trevor Bentley:
a boy who embarked on an errand of mercy and ended up on a quest for vengeance, a boy
who will bring the horrors of the Ripper to the New World.
Although born half white and half Blackfoot, cousins Sky Dancer and Danielle were raised in
opposite worlds. During a summer swap to learn more about their other heritages, both girls
must also learn that finding love means finding a balance in conflicting worlds.
On a collision course of desire… Ferocious warrior, Fighting Wolf, will destroy anyone who
challenges his right to possess the beautiful woman he’s captured. Lovely Sarita will risk life
and limb to free herself from slavery by the one man who has taken her captive, and now
threatens to steal her heart.
Determined to fulfill her late father's dream and her own destiny, Shiona Bramlett, searching for
gold outside Fort Chance, finds protection in the arms of Lakota warrior Shadow Bear when
she becomes the target of greedy outlaws.
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Ten years after her childhood sweetheart, a Choctaw Indian boy named Silver Feather, is
forced to flee Detro Manor in the wake of his parents' murders, Diana Turner is ambushed and
taken captive by an Indian warrior who looks strangely familiar. Original.
Torn as a child from the Apache to be raised as a white woman, Shoshana returns to the
Arizona Territory as a young woman, haunted by a vision of a great golden eagle that had
saved her mother from a massacre and is now calling her back to her heritage. Original.
The day Tag and his sister Joanna were forced to flee their home and evil, lecherous uncle,
Tag nowed to return and gain vengeance. Now, with the help of beautiful Alexandria, Tag will
defeat his uncle and claim his rightful inheritance.
Kiss of the night wind. . .Whispered kisses. . .Follow the wind. . . The novels of Janelle Taylor
sparkle with her unique blend of adventure and passion. And her unforgettable tale of the
warrior Gray Eagle and his beloved Alisha is perhaps the most special of all. For it begins one
of the most romantic and memorable sagas ever written. . . Savage Ecstasy It was like
lightning striking, the first time they looked into each other's eyes: Gray Eagle, the captured
Indian brave, and Alisha, the beautiful young settler. As the proud Oglala warrior was being
tortured by his white captors, only Alisha seemed to notice that he was a human
being--handsome and strong, and one who took her breath away. But if Alisha could have read
Gray Eagle's thoughts she would have been even more disturbed. Because from the moment
he saw her, the Indian knew he had to possess the fair-skinned one--and his life would not be
complete until he had made her his slave!
Despite the difference in their backgrounds, a spoiled general's daughter finds love in the arms
of a Cheyenne warrior. By the author of Irresistible. Reissue.
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As the great leader of the Omaha Indians, Iron Cloud wants peace for his people. But the
constant abuses of unscrupulous government agents forces the warrior to choose a dangerous
course. Never does he dream that his quest for vengeance would bring him the one woman
who can fulfill all his desires--the maiden he had named White Willow, a pioneer woman who
refuses to allow Iron Cloud break her spirit even as he conquers her heart.

Savage Moon
From the New York Times bestselling author of Midnight Falcon comes a new Indian
romance set in the lush expanse of the Great Plains -an extraordinary tale of divided
loyalties and passionate hearts...
Henry David Thoreau built a log cabin in the Concord Forest in Massachusetts in 1845.
Thoreau lived there for two years to try out an alternative to the hectic and economically
successful everyday life. The reason: He wanted to consciously feel life in harmony with
nature again. The minimalist lifestyle should create space and time for the essentials.
Thoreau kept a diary about his feelings and experiences during his time in the forest.
This book arose from his notes. It deals with his everyday problems, with economic and
philosophical considerations, with the feeling of loneliness, with the animals of the
forest, with the seasons and with the reading of classical works.
Stranded in the West by her father's untimely death, Dayanara vows to complete his
archaeological mission and uncover the monster bones of Indian legend--however,
there is a disturbingly handsome Cree chief impeding her progress.
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Newly arrived in Louisiana from Ireland, the O'Rourke family is looking forward to a
fresh start, especially high-spirited Maureen. An accomplished artist, she's thrilled when
gentleman farmer Taylor Clairmont hires to paint scenes of his lavish estate. But Taylor
is ruthless and greedy. knowing how desperately Maureen needs the work, the
commission comes with strings attached. Even as Maureen struggles to please the
villain, another subject has captured her imagination; Chief Racing Moon. Observing
the handsome brave from afar, she longs to capture his pride and power in her art. But
Racing Moon and his people have been the unscrupulous Taylor's victims for far too
long. Wary of the flame-haired beauty a Taylor's manor, he vows to keep his distance,
a vow he cannot keep.
Orphaned by a brutal attack, Lorinda fins her fate further imperiled when she is
kidnapped by a lustful trapper, until Yellow Feather, chief of the Chippewa, rescues her
and fulfills her heart's desires. Reissue.
Despite the admonitions of their families, an act of treachery, and a shocking secret, a
beautiful young Boston socialite and a Native American warrior who is forbidden to
touch a woman fall in love. Original.
Marjorie Zimmerman is fascinated by the Dakota Indians--especially their chief, Spotted
Horse. When Spotted Horse saves her from her hated stepfather, Marjorie knows she
loves him. But even as they ride to safety, enemies both Indian and white prepare to
extinguish their passion. Reissue.
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Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you know
God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul Coutinho, SJ,
challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our relationship with
God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our way, Coutinho introduces
us to people in various world religions—from Hindu friends to Buddhist teachers to St.
Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his spiritual life and made possible his deep,
personal relationship with God.
A New York Times Bestselling AuthorYearning for adventure, Maggie Tolan convinces
her mother to leave Boston for the wilderness of the frontier. But by the time she
reaches the Wyoming Territory, Maggie has lost her mother - and her desire to go on.
Until she meets a Cheyenne warrior who takes her breath away. . . . Wind Walker is
mesmerized by the spirited white woman who has camped near his village. But he's not
the only one. Available only in Americana 5.
Visions of Savage Paradise is the first major book-length study of seventeenth-century
Dutch artist Albert Eckhout to be published in nearly seventy years. Eckhout, who was
court painter to the colonial governor of Dutch Brazil, created life-size paintings of
Amerindians, Africans, and Brazilians of mixed race in support of the governor’s project
to document the people and natural history of the colony. In this study, Rebecca Parker
Brienen provides a detailed analysis of Eckhout’s works, framing them with discussions
of both their colonial context and contemporary artistic practices in the Dutch republic.
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The series that began with the book Danielle Paige, author of Dorothy Must Die, called
“inventive, gorgeous, and epic” comes to its thrilling conclusion. “Catnip for fans of
Cassandra Clare.” —BookPage.com on The Girl at Midnight The sides have been
chosen and the battle lines drawn. Echo awakened the Firebird. Now she is the only
one with the power to face the darkness she unwittingly unleashed . . . right into the
waiting hands of Tanith, the new Dragon Prince. Tanith has one goal in mind: destroy
her enemies, raze their lands, and reign supreme in a new era where the Drakharin are
almighty and the Avicen are nothing but a memory. The war that has been brewing for
centuries is finally imminent. But the scales are tipped. Echo might hold the power to
face the darkness within the Dragon Prince, but she has far to go to master its
overwhelming force. And now she’s plagued by uncertainty. With Caius no longer by
her side, she doesn’t know if she can do it alone. Is she strong enough to save her
home and the people she loves? Whether Echo is ready to face this evil is not the
question. The war has begun, and there is no looking back. There are only two
outcomes possible: triumph or death. Praise for the Girl at Midnight series: “Enthralling
and pure magic!” —Romantic Times “A must-read.” —Paste magazine “You are going
to love Echo.” —Bustle.com “Fast-paced, action-packed, and full of laughs.”
—Nerdist.com ? “Sparks fly. . . . Will please fans of Cassandra Clare and Game of
Thrones watchers with its remarkable world building; richly developed characters; and
themes of family, power, loyalty, and romance.” —Booklist, Starred Review “An actionPage 7/11
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and angst-packed installment reminiscent of Buffy and Neil Gaiman’s Neverwhere.”
—Kirkus Reviews
Misshi Bradley finds herself powerfully drawn to Soaring Hawk, a fierce Indian warrior
who shows her a passion like she has never known, and as love blossoms between
them, she soon discovers that his father is the one who had destroyed her family and
must put her trust in Soaring Hawk to help her overcome the tragedies of the past.
Original.
Torn between two very different cultures, half-breed Red Feather, driven wild by
passion and longing, will stop at nothing to win the heart of Angela Dawn, the mailorder bride he has won from his brother. Original.
Janice leaves behind her life of luxury in San Francisco and sets sail to find a simpler
life in Washington. When her ship sinks in a tempest, she is rescued by a muscular
Skokomish Indian. Despite his reputation as a fearsome savage, Janice finds a gentle,
caring companion.
“[This] fine history of Prohibition . . . could have a major impact on how we read
American political history.”—James A. Morone, New York Times Book Review
Prohibition has long been portrayed as a “noble experiment” that failed, a newsreel
story of glamorous gangsters, flappers, and speakeasies. Now at last Lisa McGirr
dismantles this cherished myth to reveal a much more significant history. Prohibition
was the seedbed for a pivotal expansion of the federal government, the genesis of our
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contemporary penal state. Her deeply researched, eye-opening account uncovers
patterns of enforcement still familiar today: the war on alcohol was waged
disproportionately in African American, immigrant, and poor white communities.
Alongside Jim Crow and other discriminatory laws, Prohibition brought coercion into
everyday life and even into private homes. Its targets coalesced into an electoral base
of urban, working-class voters that propelled FDR to the White House. This outstanding
history also reveals a new genome for the activist American state, one that shows the
DNA of the right as well as the left. It was Herbert Hoover who built the extensive penal
apparatus used by the federal government to combat the crime spawned by Prohibition.
The subsequent federal wars on crime, on drugs, and on terror all display the
inheritances of the war on alcohol. McGirr shows the powerful American state to be a
bipartisan creation, a legacy not only of the New Deal and the Great Society but also of
Prohibition and its progeny. The War on Alcohol is history at its best—original,
authoritative, and illuminating of our past and its continuing presence today.
Abandoned by the man who was supposed to protect her, Dede Martin and her son are
captured by a magnificent Indian, Thunder Heart, who makes her pulse race at a touch.
Original.
. Renewal of Life by Transmission. The most notable distinction between living and
inanimate things is that the former maintain themselves by renewal. A stone when
struck resists. If its resistance is greater than the force of the blow struck, it remains
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outwardly unchanged. Otherwise, it is shattered into smaller bits. Never does the stone
attempt to react in such a way that it may maintain itself against the blow, much less so
as to render the blow a contributing factor to its own continued action. While the living
thing may easily be crushed by superior force, it none the less tries to turn the energies
which act upon it into means of its own further existence. If it cannot do so, it does not
just split into smaller pieces (at least in the higher forms of life), but loses its identity as
a living thing. As long as it endures, it struggles to use surrounding energies in its own
behalf. It uses light, air, moisture, and the material of soil. To say that it uses them is to
say that it turns them into means of its own conservation. As long as it is growing, the
energy it expends in thus turning the environment to account is more than
compensated for by the return it gets: it grows. Understanding the word "control" in this
sense, it may be said that a living being is one that subjugates and controls for its own
continued activity the energies that would otherwise use it up. Life is a self-renewing
process through action upon the environment.
After a decade of separation, two young lovers, an Oneida girl and a Mohawk warrior,
are reunited, but they still must overcome the enmity of their two tribes.
A Pawnee warrior's father has demanded he abduct a white woman and that woman
becomes Joylynn. But love wins both their hearts.
When she is kidnapped by Mexican troops who believe that her brother Jeb is a
scalphunter, Wylena, desperately searching for a means to escape, is rescued by a
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valiant Apache warrior who vows to help her clear her brother's name. Original.
Candy is captured by the Wichita tribesman, Two Eagles, in retaliation for the beating of
his uncle, and as they come to cherish each other, they are surrounded by betrayal and
danger.
FIRST, find the killers.SECOND, disrupt their agenda.And then make them pay,
whatever the cost...After two weeks on a secret mission in Central America, Ryan
Savage has barely returned home to Key Largo when a critical investigation begins to
unravel before his very eyes. As he and his partner race to uncover the truth, Ryan
nearly stalls out as a horrific tragedy hits a little too close to home. And when he finally
surfaces, he discovers that nothing is what he thought. But then he never was one to go
down without a fight. The Florida Coast is about to get Savage.If you love books by
Wayne Stinnett, Jack Hardin, Cap Daniels, or Jeff Carson, you'll love Ryan Savage.The
boat's leaving the dock--get Savage Coast and join the pulse-pounding ride now...
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